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San Francisco Breakthrough Coach Hosts TransformationalWorkshop on
Systemic Constellations

Kathy Scheiern, founder of San Francisco consulting firm PurposeWorks LLC, will host a
workshop on Systemic Constellations, a life-changing modality that helps participants identify
and change underlying family or organizational dynamics.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Every year, 40-45% of Americans over the age of 18 make
one or more New Year’s resolutions. But by February 1, only 64% of New Year’s resolutions are still being
maintained. By July 1, that number drops to 46%. Kathy Scheiern, owner of PurposeWorks LLC, a San
Francisco consulting firm, says that people who have trouble keeping the goals they set, despite their best
efforts, may be unaware that they are struggling against powerful interpersonal dynamics that prevent true
transformation.

In order to help people identify the deeper obstacles that prevent them from making lasting changes, Scheiern
will host a two-hour workshop on December 13 on Systemic Constellations, a globally used methodology that
helps people identify and change deeply ingrained family patterns.

“Mid-December is a good time to start thinking about what resolution(s) you want to make this year, and
identifying and resolving what gets in the way of accomplishing your goals,” explained Scheiern.

The process of setting and keeping goals is relatively well known (i.e., make the goal specific, realistic, and
known. Give it a deadline and make it fun and rewarding). But many people find themselves unable to sustain
life changes over the long term. Scheiern notes this may be due to underlying systemic dynamics that operate to
maintain the status quo.

Systemic Constellation work is a powerful tool for transformation developed and popularized in Europe that is
now being used throughout Mexico, South America, and Asia. It is used to help people identify and let go of
deeply embedded family patterns. The Systemic Constellation method can be very effective in resolving
limiting beliefs and childhood conditioning, and in clearing the barriers to getting better results. The
methodology is also used for organizational, community, and social patterns.

“Our organization was struggling and in a place of deep conflict on how to proceed. Kathy Scheiern quickly
helped us identify clear questions that defined the issue. Through an organizational constellation, we were able
to end our struggle, resolve our conflict, and create positive forward movement,” said Diana Rice, Chairperson
of the Board of Directors of Spiral, a non-profit organization.

Scheiern is certified in both Family and Organizational Constellation Work, and has taken trainings in
Structural Constellation Work as well. She has been using this technique in her coaching and consulting
business for over 10 years because it is such an effective tool for those seeking real change in their lives.

“Kathy Scheiern’s facilitation of systemic constellation work is filled with compassion. Her competence and
caring are what make her one of the best. For any who seek out this type of work, I highly recommend her,”
stated Jeren Hope, an Operations Analyst in Washington, DC.

“I have been doing some sort of self transformational, healing work for almost 15 years, but the work that I
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have done with Kathy Scheiern both in Systemic Constellation Work and in private one-on-one coaching
sessions has been powerful and deeply transformative,” added entrepreneur Holly Dunn. “My life has changed
in leaps and bounds, how I look at my family, myself and my relationship with money is much more at peace.”

The workshop, “Powerful Breakthroughs with Systemic Constellation Work,” will take place on December 13
from 6–8 PM at 500 Sutter Street, Suite 906, San Francisco, CA 94108. The workshop has a limited number of
spaces available. Pricing is $120 for those who would like to have their issue worked on specifically, and $60
for those who would like to learn about the technique through the experience of a workshop.

For more information about the Systemic Constellations workshop, or any of PurposeWorks LLC’s services,
call them at (415) 813-4199 or visit www.YourBigBreakthroughCoach.com.

About PurposeWorks LLC
PurposeWorks LLC is a leading edge San Francisco human resources consulting firm and executive coaching
company. They assist individuals and organizations with their growth and transformation efforts. Specifically,
they help people achieve ongoing success by introducing and supporting the development of competencies in
skill sets such as values-driven leadership, trust building, and employee empowerment. By balancing the
importance of what is rational and readily measured with what is grounded in purpose and meaning, in integrity
and trust, and in people and relationships, PurposeWorks LLC opens the doorway to next-level thinking and
performance improvement for individuals and organizations.

Dr. Kathy J. Scheiern, owner and lead consultant for PurposeWorks LLC is a Certified Public Accountant who
has over 25 years of international and domestic experience in providing performance improvement consulting
to organizations and individuals. She holds a Ph.D. in Interdisciplinary Studies with a concentration in
Organization Transformation, and a Masters of Science in Accountancy with an emphasis in International
Business. She is a Certified Cultural Transformation Tools Consultant (providing values and cultural capital
assessments and transformation support), a Certified Systemic Constellation Work Facilitator (in both
Organization and Family Constellations), and a founding member of The ValuesCollaborative. As a San
Francisco business coach, she has conducted numerous workshops on effective change processes, using a
variety of tools and techniques to assist clients in transforming both their personal and organizational lives.
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Contact Information
Kathy Scheiern
Purpose Works LLC
http://www.YourBigBreakthroughCoach.com
(415) 813-4199

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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